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BY 
PH. DWINGER 
(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLoosTERMAN at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
This paper is a continuation of two previous notes which have appeared 
in these Proceedings (Series A, 60, No 2 and Indag. Math., 19, No 2, 
1957, p. 182-195}. It consists of two parts. In § 7 we shall prove that 
the lattice 0[21:] of a universal algebra 2{ any two congruence relations 
of which are permutable, satisfies an axiom introduced by KuROSH [9] 
which we have previously mentioned in I, § 1. In § 8 we derive sufficient 
conditions that the elements of a modular complete lattice be completely 
reducible and in § 9 we shall apply this result to universal algebras with 
permutable congruence relations. In § 10 we consider two cases. First, 
we consider the case that 2{ is a group, and it will appear that our result 
of § 9 can be considered a generalisation of a known result of ZASSENHAUS 
[12] for groups. Secondly, we consider the case that 2{ is a relatively 
complemented complete lattice. 
§ 7. Complete modularity of 0[2!] 
Definition 
A modular complete lattice L is called complete modular if it satisfies 
the following axiom of KuROSH [9]: 
If {x,.} and {y,.} are any two sets of elements of L, IX ranging over an 
index set A, satisfying the conditions x,.<.yp for IX=/={3 then 
(K) 
It is not difficult to show that if A is finite, then the condition (K) is 
equivalent to the condition that Lis modular. In I, § 1 we introduced an 
·axiom (B) of BAER and we showed (Theorem 3.2) that the lattice 0[21:] 
of congruence relations of any universal algebra 2{ satisfies (B). On the 
other hand we have proved elsewhere [6 ], that if a modular complete lattice 
satisfies the axiom (B) of BAER, then it satisfies the axiom (K) of KuROSH. 
Therefore it follows from Theorem 3.1, that 0[21:] satisfies (K), if any two 
congruence relations of 2{ are permutable. Since the theory of direct 
decompositions in modular complete lattices can be completely built up 
with the help of the axiom of KuROSH which is essentially weaker than 
the axiom of BAER [7], [9], we feel justified in presenting a direct proof 
of the theorem that 0[21:] satisfies axiom (K), provided that any two 
congruence relations of 2{ are permutable. 
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Theorem 7.1 
The lattice C[m] of congruence relations of a universal algebra m any 
two congruence relations of which are permutable satisfies the axiom (K) 
of Kunosii. 
Proof. 
Let {O,,J, {Tx}, iX Em be two sets of congruence relations of m, ex<tt'{J for 
iX'i= {J, iX and fJ EA. Now we have for every iX E A, e"' IT 97{3< L e{J IT 97{3 
{JEA {JEA {JEA 
but (;l"' IT tpfJ=O"tp" since Ox<Tfl for iX'i={J, thus L(;lxtt'x< LOxiTT"'· 
{JEB aeA aeA aeA 
Therefore we only need to prove that Lex IT tpiX< L e!Xtt'cx· Suppose 
a-eA aEA aeA 
X-Y (mod L e" IT tp"), X andy Em, then we have (I, § 2) Xc=Y (mod L (;lex) 
xEA xeA xEA 
and x = y (mod tp") for every iX EA. Then it follows that there exists a 
finite sequence of elements X= Xo, Xv X2, .•• , Xi-V X;, ... , Xn, every Xi E m 
and a finite sequence of congruence relations eiX' e"' ... , e". 'e(X., ... e~ ' 
1 2 ~-1 ~ ""n 
iXi E A such that xi-I xi (mod 8") for i= 1, 2, ... , n. Since any two 
congruence relations of m are permutable, we may assume (I, § 3), that 
e".¥=8". for icf=j. \Ve shall prove that for every i= 1, 2, ... , n we have 
' 1 
xi-I xi (mod Ta)· Let i be some fixed index, then since 8"1 <:,tp"i for 
every j=1,2, ... ,i-l,i+l, ... ,n we have that xi_1 =xi (modtp") for 
j=1,2, ... ,i-l,i+l, ... ,n. From this it follows that xi_1 =x0 =x 
(mod 9'-'a.) and xi - Yn = y (mod tp"_). Now x = y (mod tp8 ) for every 
l l {Xi 
i = 1, 2, ... , n thus xi-I- xi (mod 8") and this holds for every i= 1, 2, ... , n. 
Furthermore xi-I- xi (mod (;la;) for i= 1, 2, ... , n and thus xi-I =xi 
(mod ex;tt'x) for i= I, 2, ... , n and thus X= y (mod L O"'tp"') completing 
aeA 
the proof. 
§ 8. Complete reducibility in modular lattices 
In this section we shall derive sufficient conditions that the elements of 
a modular lattice be completely reducible. 
We recall some definitions. An element a of a modular lattice L is 
indecomposable if its only direct summands are 0 and a, completely 
decomposable if it is the direct sum of indecomposable elements and 
completely reducible if it is the direct finite sum of minimal elements. 
A lattice L is complemented if it has a zero element 0 and a unit element 1 
and if for every a E L, a is a direct summand of l. 
The following lemma is known in a group-theoretic formulation [15]. 
For the sake of completeness we rephrase the proof in a lattice-theoretic 
formulation. 
Lemma 8.1 
If a modular lattice L has a zero element 0 and a unit element 1 and L 
is completely reducible then L is complemented. 
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Proof. 
" Suppose I = I* x., x, minimal, i = I, 2 .... , n. Let y =1= I be some element 
i=l 
of L, then it is evident that not y>x, for all i= I, 2, ... , n. Thus there 
exists an i, say i1, such that y ~ x.,, thus yxi, = 0, since x4 is minimal. 
Thus y1 = y + x4 = y EB x4 • Again if y1 =1= I, then there exists an i =I= i 1 (since 
y~x.), say i=i2, such that y1x.,=o. Thus y2 =y1 +x1,=Y1 ffix;,= 
= y EB x., EB x... After a finite number of steps one arrives at an 
Yk = Y EB x., EB X;, EB ... EB X;k = I, completing the proof. 
We shall also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2 
If a and bEL, L modular, a+b=affib, then aY+bY=aYffibY for 
every automorphism y of L. 
The proof is immediate. 
Definitions 
If a is an element of a modular lattice L and y an automorphism of L, 
then a is called characteristic with respect to y if aY <.a. 
If G'[L] is a subgroup of the group G[L] of automorphisms of L then 
L is called characteristically irreducible with respect to G' [ L] if no element 
a of L, a=/=0, a=/= I, is characteristic with respect to all automorphisms 
y EG'[L]. Thus for no a, a=/=0, a=f,I, we have aY.;;;a for ally EG'[L]. 
It is not difficult to see, that we may conclude that L is completely 
reducible if for no element a, a =1= 0, a =1= I, we have aY =a for all y E G' [ L ]. 
Indeed, suppose that aY =1= a for all a E L, a =1= 0, a =1= I and for all y E G' [ L] 
and that for some b, bEL we'have bY.;;;b for ally EG'[L], then {bY)Y-'< 
.,;;;.bY-'.;;;b or b.;;;bY-',.;;,b or bY-'=b or b=bY for all y EG'[L], thus b=O 
orb= I. 
Theorem 8.3 
If a modular lattice L (with a zero and a unit element) satisfies either 
chain condition and L is characteristically irreducible with respect to a 
subgroup G'[L] of the group G[LJ of automorphisms of L, then every 
element a E L, a =1= 0, is completely reducible and L is complemented. 
Proof 
The proof consists of three parts: (i) I is completely reducible, (ii) L 
is complemented, (iii) every element of L is completely reducible. 
(i) We may assume that L has more than two elements. Then it 
follows, since L satisfies the descending chain condition, that L has a 
minimal element a. Again, since L is characteristically irreducible with 
respect to G'[L], there exists a y EG'[L], say r=rv such that a=f=aY•, 
where aY• is minimal since a is minimal. Thus we have aaY• = 0 and so 
a+ aY• =a EB aY•. Let @ = { G 0.}, 1X ranging over an index set A, be the set 
of all :finite subsets of G'[L], G"' C G'[L], satisfying the condition 
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L aY= L*ar. It follows from the existence of Yv that@ is not empty. 
YEG"' yeG"' 
Now we consider the set XCL, X={x"'!x"'= L* ar, aEA, x"'EL}. 
yeG"' 
Since L satisfies the ascending chain condition, X has a maximal element 
y and thus y= L* ar for some a' EA. We shall prove that y= l. Let 
yeG"'' 
us denote the elements of G"', by Yv y2, ... , Yn' then we have 
every aYi minimal. Suppose y< 1. Then, since a>O, we have aYt>O for 
i= l, 2, ... , nand thus we would have O<y< l. Again, since L is char-
acteristically irreducible with respect to G' [ L], there exists a y E G' [ L], 
say y = y0 , such that 
yY•= (aY• EB aY• EB ... EB aYn)Y• ~ aY• EB aY• EB ... EB aY,. = y 
or aY•' EB aY•' EB ... EB aYn' ~ aY• EB aY• EB ... EB aYn where y~ = Yi Yo for 
i= l, 2, ... , n. This means that there exists ani, say i= l, such that aY•' ~ y. 
Now a is minimal and hence so is aY•' and thus we have yaY•' = 0. Therefore 
aY•' + y = aY•' EB y = aY•' EB aY' ... EB aYn. From this it follows that aY•' EB y EX 
and since aY•' ~ y, we have that aY•' EB y>y contracting to the fact that 
y is minimal. 
(ii) This part is an immediate consequence of lemma 8.1. 
(iii) Suppose x#O is some element of L. Then we may assume that x 
is not minimal; but according to lemma l.l any element in a complemented 
lattice which is not minimal is decomposable. Thus we can write x = x1 ffix;, 
x1 # 0, x; # 0. Again, if one of the summands of x is not minimal, say xv 
then we have x1 = x2 EB x~, ::r;2 # 0, x~ # 0. If x were not completely reducible 
then it would be possible by this procedure to construct an infinite 
ascending chain 
Since L satisfies the ascending chain condition we have for some k > 2 
x~+x~+ ... +x~=x~+x~+ ... +x~+x~+l or x~+l .;;;;x~+x~+ ... x~ but 
X 1 = X 1 EB x~ = x2 EB x~ EB x~ = . . . = xk+l EB x~+l EJj x~ EB . . . EB x~. Therefore 
x~+l = x~+l ( x~ + ... x~) = 0 but x~+l = 0, completing the proof. 
§ 9. Characteristically simple algebras 
In this section we shall apply the results of the preceding section to 
a universal algebra llf, any two congruence relations of which are per-
mutable and with a selected one-element subalgebra. 
We recall (II, § 5) that every automorphism y of ll( induces an automor-
phism y of the lattice O[llf] of congruence relations of ll( by x=y (mod eJ.) 
if and only if x;.-I - y;.-l (mod 8) for every e E O[llf] and any x and 
y E llf. Moreover we have seen (Theorem 5.1) that the mapping .A.-+ X 
is a homomorphic mapping of the group G[ll£] of automorphisms of ll( 
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onto a subgroup G'[O[m]] of the group G[O[m]] of automorphisms of y[m]. 
According to the definition given in § 8 we have that the congruence 
relation () is characteristic with respect to i, A E G [m] if eX<(). We also 
say in this case (II, § 5) that () is characteristic with respect to A. 
Definitions 
m is characteristically simple if O[m:] is characteristically simple with 
respect to G'[O[m]]. 
S(()) is called simple if S(()) does not have proper congruence relatiom;. 
We note that the statements: "S(()) is simple" and "()is minimal" are 
equivalent if()= 1, thus if S(()) = m. However we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.1 
If() is a direct summand of 1 then S(()) is simple if and only if() is minimal. 
Proof 
If () EB ()' = 1, then we have: S(()) is simple ::=.::: m:o, is simple::=.:::()' is 
maximal:::=:()isminimal, accordingtotheTheorems 6.1, 8.2 and Lemma 1.2. 
We infer from the Theorems 6.1, 8.3 and from Lemma 9.1 the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 9.2 
If m is a characteristically simple algebra, any two congruence relations 
of which are permutable and with a selected ·One-element subalgebra 1 
and O[m] has a finite length then for every () E O[m], S(()) is the finite 
direct union of simple subalgebras S((),), i= 1, 2, ... , n, where every 
e, = ()1, and where the A.,, i = 1, 2, ... , n are automorphisms of m. 
If in particular the' element 1 of m is invariant under all automorphlsms 
of m:, then it follows from Theorem 5.5 1), that all the S((),;) are isomorphic. 
§ 10. Applications of Theorem 9.2 
We shall apply Theorem 9.2 to two cases: 1. m is a group, 2. m is a 
relatively complemented lattice. 
1. Groups 
It is well-known ([14]) that the lattice 0[@] of congruence relations 
of a group @ is isomorphic to the lattice of normal subgroups, ordered 
under set inclusion. Recall that a group @ is called characteristically 
simple if it does not contain a proper normal subgroup which is mapped 
into itself by all the automorphisms of @ and it follows that a group is 
characteristically simple if and only if it is characteristically simple in 
the sense of § 9. Then Theorem 9.2 yields the following Corollary 
~ZASSENHAUS, (12]). 
1) There are two errors in II, p. 192. Instead of Sa(ti"i) (Theorem 5~5) one should 
read Sa).((fJ·). The statement in the "Remark" should be read: If in particular jJ 
has a one-element subalgebra 1 and 1). = 1 for all A. E G[jJ], then S(IJ) and S(IJ).) 
are isomorphic. 
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Corollary 10.1 
If & is characteristically simple, and either chain condition holds for 
the normal subgroups, then & is the finite direct union of isomorphic 
simple subgroups. Moreover the lattice of normal subgroups is com-
plemented. 
2. Relatively complemented lattices 
We recall that a relatively complemented lattice L is a lattice with a 
zero and a unit element, such that every sublattice [a, b ], a< b, a and b E L, 
is complemented. An ideal J of L is a non-void subset of L, such that 
if a and b EJ then a+b EJ and if a EJ and b.;;;;a, then h EJ. If f) is a 
congruence relation of L, then the set of elements J = {xlx _ 0 (mod 8)} 
is an ideal. We call an ideal J of L a congruence ideal if J = {x lx 0 (mod 8)} 
for some congruence relation f) of L. It is well-known that the cor-
respondence between the congruence relations of a relatively complemented 
lattice and its congruence ideals is one-one. Moreover, we shall prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 10.2 
The lattice of congruence ideals of a relatively complemented lattice L, 
ordered under set in~lusion is isomorphic to the lattice of congruence 
relations of L. 
Proof 
Suppose f) is a congruence relation of L. Let J 8 = {xlx = 0 (mod 8)}. 
First we shall show that x- y (mod 8) if and only if x+a=y+a for 
some a EJ8• Suppose x+a=y+a for some a EJ8 then we have x- x+a= 
=y+a = y (mod 8). Convj:lrsely, let x = y (mod 8) and let x' be a relatively 
complement of x in [0, x+y] andy' a relative complement of yin [0, x+y] 
then we have x = x+y (mod 8) and thus O=xx'- (x+y)x' =x' (mod 8) 
hence x' EJ8 • Similarly y' EJ8 and thus x' +y' EJ8 • Nowputtinga=x' +y', 
we have x+a=y+a, a EJ8• From this it follows that there is a one-one 
correspondence between the congruence ideals and the congruence 
relations. Moreover it follows easily, that J 8, .;;;;J8, if and only if 81 < 82 (the 
first inequality sign means set-theoretic inclusion). 
Remark 
It is not difficult to show that product (finite and infinite) in the lattice 
of congruence ideals is set-theoretic intersection. 
It follows from Lemma 10.2 that if f) is some congruence relation of L 
andy some automorphism of L then EE)Y.;;;;f) if and only if J~.;;;;J8 , where 
J~={xr, x EJ8 }. From this it follows that L is characteristically simple 
if L does not contain a proper congruence ideal which is mapped into 
itself by all the automorphisms of L. 
We recall [5] that any two congruence relations of a relatively com-
plemented lattice are permutable. Moreover, the zero element of L is a 
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one-element subalgebra of L invariant under all the automorphisms of L. 
It is well-known [3] that the lattice of congruence relations of any lattice 
is distributive, and finally it is not difficult to show ([3] p. 159 ex. 1) 
that every Boolean algebra of finite length is finite. Then we infer from 
Theorem 9.2 the following corollary. 
Corollary 10.3 
If a relatively complemented lattice L is characteristically simple, and 
either chain condition holds for the congruence ideals, then L is the finite 
direct union of isomorphic simple relatively complemented lattices, and 
the lattice of congruence relations of L is a finite Boolean algebra. 
Remark 
DILWORTH [5] has proved that if L satisfies the ascending chain eon-
dition then L is the finite direct union of relatively complemented lattices 
and O[L] is a finite Boolean algebra. 
Purdue University 
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